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i

Abstract

Artistic and cultural productions have often followed or even inspired the development of immersive
technologies. They have for instance greatly benefited from the generalisation of mixed and virtual
reality headsets, mobile augmented reality or projection mapping software that happened in the past
two decades. By freely integrating virtual elements within the physical space, these technologies al-
low for enriching the perception and interactions of artists, ensembles and audiences. My research
lies at the intersection of 3D Interaction in Mixed and Virtual Reality and of Artistic, in particular
Musical, Expression and Cultural Applications. Part of this research uses mixed-reality displays to
reveal the mechanisms of complex or unfamiliar expressive interactions to spectators and collabora-
tors of musical performances, with the goal of understanding and augmenting their experience. The
other part investigates opportunities that arise for expression and cultural content exploration when
virtual elements are revealed in the physical space, with the development of novel display technolo-
gies, interaction devices and techniques. Perspectives of this research include an in-depth study of the
perception of digital interactions by the audience, the generalisation of levels-of-detail in the design
of expressive interfaces, and the shift towards 3D interfaces that are less centered on technology and
more on human expression.
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Résumé

La production artistique et culturelle a souvent suivi ou même inspiré le développement de technolo-
gies immersives. Elle a ainsi fortement bénéficié de la généralisation des casques de réalité mixte et
virtuelle, de la réalité augmentée mobile ou des logiciels de mapping vidéo lors des deux dernières
décennies. En intégrant librement des éléments virtuels dans l’espace physique, ces technologies per-
mettent d’enrichir la perception et les interactions des artistes, des collectifs et des spectateurs. Ma
recherche se situe à l’intersection de l’Interaction 3D en Réalité Mixte et Virtuelle et des Interfaces pour
l’Expression Artistique, en particulier Musicale, et la Médiation Culturelle. Une partie de ces travaux
se concentre sur l’utilisation de la réalité mixte pour révéler les mécanismes des interactions expres-
sives complexes ou non familières aux spectateurs et collaborateurs, avec l’objectif de comprendre et
d’enrichir leur expérience. L’autre partie montre quelles opportunités émergent pour l’expression et
l’exploration de contenus culturels, lorsque des éléments virtuels sont révélés dans l’espace physique,
avec le développement de nouvelles technologies d’affichage ainsi que de techniques et dispositifs
d’interaction. Les perspectives de ces travaux incluent une étude approfondie de la perception des
interactions numériques par les spectateurs, une généralisation des niveaux de détails dans la concep-
tion d’interfaces expressives, et le basculement vers des interfaces 3D moins centrées sur la technologie
et plus sur l’expression humaine.
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1 Introduction

This document covers the research that I have been conducting for the last ten years at the intersec-
tion of 3D User Interfaces (3DUIs), musical expression and content exploration. In particular, I looked
at how 3DUIs, in mixed and virtual reality, can help understand and enrich the perception of com-
plex digital interactions by diverse roles and in diverse contexts, but also how they may open novel
expression and exploration opportunities by closely integrating physical and virtual spaces.

Interaction and expression diversity and complexity

The development of interactive technologies, in particular in the context of artistic expression (music,
theater, drawing, dance), has led to an increasing diversity and complexity of interactions with digital
content.

This is due to many factors. The first is the diversification of interaction hardware. This hardware
can be 1) commercially available, such as control surfaces, 3D displays (including Virtual Reality (VR)
head-mounted displays), haptic feedback devices. 2) custom built using sensors and hardware devel-
opment kit 3) a mix of both, with prepared or hacked [129] interfaces.

Similarly, software components for content manipulation, including synthesis and processing of 2D
and 3D graphics or sound, have gained diversity, accessibility and customisability. For instance, ad-
vanced 3D programming to create and display virtual environments has gone from low level software
libraries to accessible game engines with large communities and readily available complex building
blocks. The design of interactive systems also benefits from a number of dedicated languages and
environments, such as creative programming textual languages (e.g. Processing, OpenFrameworks,
three.js . . . ), visual programming / patching environments (e.g. PureData), which enable the shar-
ing of modifiable building blocks across communities, making appropriation of software components
even easier.

This combination of interactive hardware and software means that users, in particular artists, are free
to customize their tool / instrument [146]. In the case of musical expression, they can decide on, or
appropriate, the interface, the gestures, the sound processes and parameters, the feedback and the
mappings (connections between gestures and changes in the sound) [103]. This has led to the emer-
gence of a large variety of practices and configurations with either subtle or strong differences, which
contributes to the richness and diversity of human expression. However, this diversity sometimes
constitutes an issue, especially because part or all of these instruments are digital or even virtual.
This issue applies to various roles [144] : the main (expert) users, their collaborators and the potential
spectators of the interaction.

Physical vs Virtual

Contrary to digital ones, purely physical (e.g., tangible, mechanical, acoustic) interfaces usually pro-
vide some amount of familiarity to observers of the interaction, i.e., spectators and collaborators. They
may have already performed the same or similar actions, encountered the interface multiple times.
Furthermore, physical interfaces rely on laws of physics (known through naive physics [105,140])
and on properties of the human body and behaviour. Observers therefore automatically, and often
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unconsciously, access cues that enable them to deduce : the causality relation between gestures and
responses of the physical environment; the user’s intention; the user’s skill, errors, level of virtuosity;
the potential actions and outcomes. Similarly, physical interfaces provide a number of affordances [91]
for the main users which depend on their familiarity with the perception and manipulation physical
objects, with the exploration of the physical space, with the perception of their body and so on.

In the case of interaction with digital content, especially as it is increasingly transported to a virtual
space [20], the cues used by spectators, collaborators and users are often disrupted. For instance :
1) gestures performed and sensed by the system may be unfamiliar, too subtle or even hidden [145],
2) the manipulated system can be unfamiliar and complex, with hidden mechanisms and states, and
a behavior that can not be deduced from its physical appearance, 3) information about the system
might not be physically aligned with the interface, leading to a potential lack of feedback and degrad-
ing the interaction, 4) the interface might not take advantage of the users’ skills in interacting in the
physical space with their body, limiting expression opportunities. This may constitute an issue for the
audience and collaborators, as we will explain in detail in Section 2, because it may hinder aspects of
their experience. Symmetrically, compensating for these issues can enrich interaction and expression
opportunities for main users.

Revealing the unfamiliar

One possible solution to the issue of unfamiliar digital and virtual interactions is to apply design
constraints to ensure a correct experience for all : relying on transparent interaction metaphors [83];
restraining interaction techniques and devices for example with large familiar gestures and big phys-
ical components [38] making sure that all software components are visible at all times and sufficiently
simple; using only common hardware and software components. However, I believe that these restric-
tions limit the creativity of users and designers and over time prevent the emergence of new forms of
human expression, which led me to look for another direction.

During the past decade, I have explored the opportunities offered by 3D User Interfaces (3DUIs) [44]
in Mixed and Virtual Reality (MR, VR) [155]. Because they permit the perceptual integration of virtual
and physical components, and the combination of virtual and physical spaces, these interfaces can
be used to augment and/or enrich interfaces, especially expressive ones, without constraining their
design or limiting the user’s appropriation. The addition of virtual components becomes in itself a
way of appropriating interfaces, for users, collaborators and spectators alike.

Over the course of the research presented in this document, this approach has come to be designated
as “Revealing Interactions” or “Revealed Interfaces”. It echoes and builds upon research in the fields
of Human-Computer Interaction, 3D User Interfaces and New Interfaces for Musical Expression, in
particular the study of spectator experience [95,144], Collaborative Virtual Environments [16], design
of 3D interaction techniques [3,44,106,131], Mixed and Virtual Reality displays [20,77,154,155,160],
gesture to sound mappings [63,103] or interface appropriation [98].

Application to musical expression and exploration

This approach naturally applies to artistic / expressive interfaces where spectators and collaborators
have an important role to play, and where users strive for novel ways of creating and manipulating
digital content.

Mixed and virtual reality displays have a long history of usage in artistic contexts [77], with multi-
ple temporal phases of development that can attributed to changes in technologies and results from
research [154,160]. They however often remain limited to the use of generic interaction techniques
and devices [22], usually those available in common game engines, and to the virtual transposition of
physical artistic interfaces, without embracing novel opportunities created by 3DUIs.
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Here the term expression refers to the communication, through the interaction with digital content, of
one’s ideas, emotions, reactions, intentions, by opposition to functional interactions that align with a
precise task that need to be accomplished. In that sense, the quality of expressive interfaces often lies
in the interaction itself more than in the result of this interaction. They therefore align with exploratory
interfaces where the process of discovering information constitutes the essence of the interaction.

Among artistic practices, this research mostly concentrates on musical expression, for which the issue
of unfamiliarity is key. As will be explained in detail in Section 2, musical performance and collective
music making with digital instruments are extreme examples of interaction complexity and diversity,
of which the experience of spectators and collaborators are essential aspects. Furthermore, musicians
have a tradition of “prepared” and hacked instruments, which was amplified with digital instruments.
A large part of musical practice is to explore novel playing techniques and gestures, which can benefit
from interaction with virtual components added to physical objects and spaces.

Along with the question of expression, this research emphasizes the exploratory aspect of interaction.
Indeed, the approach of revealing interactions using 3D interfaces enables the selection of which vir-
tual elements are visible and are interacted with, during both the design and usage phases, allowing
users to explore and discover content. Outside artistic expression, I have for instance applied this ap-
proach to museum exhibitions, where users can discover information about exhibited physical objects.

User

Collaborators

Spectators

Interface Mappings Processes
Control/Feedback

C
om

/P
er

ce
pt

io
n

Perception

Com
/Perception

Perception

User
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Revealed Virtual Extensions
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FIGURE 1.1: Top : Contexts of expressive interaction involve various roles of users. Per-
ception and communication are however often disrupted by the diversity and complexity
of interactions. Bottom : Mixed-reality displays create shared physical and virtual spaces
where revealed virtual extensions of the interfaces may enrich the control and feedback

for all roles.

1.1 Research collaborators and projects

During these years of research, I have led and participated in collaborative projects at the local, na-
tional and international levels. These collaborations involved other researchers in computer science
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and human-computer interaction but also in electrical engineering, cognitive sciences, music technol-
ogy and archaeology. At the local level, I am actively working with researchers from multiple teams
of the CRIStAL and L2EP laboratories of the University of Lille, but also with researchers in acoustics
and cognitive sciences at the Catholic University of Lille.

Part of the research on spectator experience was conducted during the IXMI project that I led at the
University of Bristol (UK), funded by a FP7 Marie Curie Intra-European Fellowship (Grant agreement
330770) in 2013-2015. I had the chance to collaborate with the following colleagues : Sriram Subrama-
nian, Diego Martinez Plasencia, Deepak Sahoo, David Coyle, James Moore, Hannah Limerick, Mark
Marshall. The first research paper on the augmentation of audience experience [33] was also written
in collaboration with Martin Hachet from INRIA Bordeaux.

The document introduces results from long-term collaborations with colleagues abroad and in France.
At the international level, the BOEUF project on digital orchestras is an ongoing project which started
in 2014 and is conducted in collaboration with Luke Dahl at the University of Virginia. The study of
the scenography of Immersive Virtual Musical Instruments is an ongoing project in collaboration with
Victor Zappi at Northeastern University (USA) and Dario Mazzanti (IIT, Italy).

At the local level, the Vibrating Shapes project on spatial augmented reality for actuated instruments
is a collaboration with Arthur Paté (ISEN, Junia) with funding from the IRCICA and the Université
de Lille. Some of the research in collaboration with colleagues at the Université de Lille was funded
through regional projects, including the “Sans Reserve” CPER Mauve project with Patricia Plénacoste,
Yvan Peter, Fatma Ben Guefrech and Anthony Beuchey, and the TerRev project funded by a Hauts-de-
France region “Stimule” funding with postdoctoral researcher Cagan Arslan.

Important results in the presented research come from the theses of two PhD students that I co-
supervised and which originate from my research thematics. In particular, I co-supervised with Lau-
rent Grisoni the thesis of Olivier Capra on the experience of spectators in performances with Digital
Musical Instruments [57]. I also co-supervised with Laurent Grisoni the thesis of Vincent Reynaert
on the perception of muscular fatigue in virtual reality [147]. Both of which have now successfully
defended their PhD theses and were recruited at the Catholic University of Lille, respectively as re-
searcher and lecturer. We are still actively collaborating, respectively on the perception of digital
interactions and the design of 3D interaction techniques.

Some results were also obtained in collaboration with PhD student Cagan Arslan, whom I hired
after his PhD thesis for a postdoctoral position in a regionally-funded research project on spatial
augmented-reality for artistic performances. Research on cross-modal perception of virtual textures
was conducted as part of Daetjon Brahimaj’s Phd thesis in electrical engineering at the L2EP.

At the master level, since my recruitment at the University of Lille, I have supervised theses and
internships of students in Computer Science, Musicology and Cognitive Sciences, some of which have
led to published papers.

Finally, outside the academic domain, I have been strongly implicated in collaborations with artists
(musicians, theatre and dance companies, visual artists) and collectives. These collaborations were
essential as they 1) allowed me to investigate the experiences and practices of expert users, 2) led to
new research questions and methodologies, and 3) facilitated the distribution of research results. I
believe they constitute good example of working art-science collaboration, because they led to the
production of both artistic works and scientific knowledge.

1.2 Presented contributions

The research presented in this document can be seen as tackling two broad questions :

1. Can mixed and virtual reality be used to understand and enrich the experience of spectators and
collaborators of expressive interfaces ?
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2. Can 3D user interfaces, by closely integrating virtual and physical spaces, open new opportuni-
ties for exploratory and expressive interactions ?

Within these questions, we have looked at various roles of users (as explained in a Computer Graphics
and Application paper we wrote with Martin Hachet) [30] : novice and expert users of expressive and
exploratory interfaces, collaborators in music ensembles and museum exhibitions, and the audience
of performances.

In my work on Mixed-Reality interfaces, I tend to focus on the visual modality for augmentations.
This choice is mostly explained by the flexibility in content and data presentation enabled by visual
displays. However, some aspects can be transferred to other modalities, as explained for augmentation
of the spectator experience in Section 2.3.2, and this will constitute one of the aspects of my future
research.

In order to answer these research questions, I combined a variety of methodologies, such as prototyp-
ing and design of novel technologies and interaction techniques, quantitative controlled experiment,
qualitative semi-controlled experiments with interviews and exploratory sessions, and qualitative “in
the wild” studies in museums, artistic residences and performances. Throughout this research, I con-
tributed : Theoretical frameworks and design spaces for design and analysis; Technologies such as
novel displays and interaction devices; Interaction techniques; Knowledge on perception and experi-
ence.

Because the field of application of my research is principally musical expression, I publish mainly in
musical interaction and computing conferences and journals (New Interfaces for Musical Expression,
Computer Music Journal, Journal of New Music Research). However, when results can be generalized
or extended outside the musical field I contribute to the HCI/VR community, with conferences such as
ACM UIST, ACM DIS, ACM ISS, IEEE VR. In addition to scientific results, this work has led to a variety
of outcomes such as artistic performances and installations, museum exhibitions, demonstrations for
the general public, and the creation of economic activity for artists and collectives.

In the third part of this document, following the description of previous contributions, I propose future
research directions which seem essential to continue investigating expressive interactions and 3D user
interfaces.
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2 Revealing Expressive Interactions

As explained in Section 1, the growing diversity and complexity of interactive systems, especially in
artistic contexts, while opening rich opportunities for human expression, can be detrimental to the
experience of spectators and collaborators. This is especially true in the context of digital musical
performances, where manipulations (musical gestures) and effects (changes in the music) [145] are
perceived with different modalities, where manipulations are often hidden, i.e., with small and hidden
gestures and sensors, where a large variety of musical parameters can be changed and where effects
can be very diverse (from subtle modulations to triggering complete changes). This causality issue
[152] does not exist with familiar acoustic instruments, for which, even when they are not visible, one
has a clear representation of the link between characteristics of the performers gestures, e.g., its energy,
and characteristics of the resulting changes in the sound. Think for example of the understanding one
might have of the engagement of a piano player whose hands and keyboard would not be visible,
compared to that of an electronic musician in the same conditions.

However, discussing this issue with both musicians and audience members reveals essential differ-
ences in their experience. On the performers side, some recognize the importance of making their
interactions more transparent to observers, which results in strategies such as amplifying their ges-
tures, placing or adapting their interfaces so that they are clearly visible, choosing clearly identifiable
gesture-sound mappings. Even when perceived changes in the music are automated, musicians will
tend to synchronise their movements to these changes, essentially choreographing interactions. These
practices align with research results that highlight the importance of the visual component of musical
performances [142], e.g., with respect to perceived emotions [162] and expressiveness [72,163]. On the
other hand, some musicians, even when their performances have a high control / automation ratio,
with improvised parts and a complex gestural vocabulary, prefer that the audience focus on the music
rather than on the interactions. An extreme example are Autechre’s 1 electronic music performances
in the dark, with only enough lighting for the musicians to see their controllers. Between these two
extremes there is a continuum of practices of transparency of interactions, which provide more or less
visibility over various components of the performances, e.g., gestures, parameters, interfaces, overall
sound process activity, some of them more common, such as screen sharing in live-coding [123], Vjiing
or augmented-instruments where the interfaces are familiar [117,136].

On the observer / audience side, the strategies also diverge. For some audience and musical ensemble
members, clearly perceiving the interactions is not essential, because they tend to focus on their audi-
tory perception and experience of the music. For others, there is a clear disruption of their experience
compared to what more familiar, and often acoustic, instruments might bring, and they are looking
for cues to increase their understanding of the performances. Between these two extremes again, a
variety of strategies might emerge, as will be shown in Section 2.3.3.

Recognizing these issues has led to the study of the audience experience with digital interactions
across disciplines, including :

• how to model the audience experience [88,97,144]
• how to measure it in the lab and “in the wild” [39,118,120,164]
• the influence of various components such as gesture size [38], instrument and repertoire famil-

iarity [40], live visuals [66]
• how to evaluate instruments based on the audience experience [9]

1https://autechre.warp.net
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On the collaborators / ensemble side, issues of interaction perception have historically been linked
with concepts such as awareness [16] or embodiment [17,82] in research on Collaborative Virtual En-
vironments (CVEs) [137] or Computer Supported Collaborative Work (CSCW), which were transposed
in the context of Digital Orchestras [51,52,111,130].

The originality of our research compared to previous work lies in the use of 3D User interfaces, par-
ticularly in mixed-reality, to enable the integration of virtual content to complement the perception of
physical interactions.

In this chapter, I present the research that I have been conducting on the use of mixed and virtual
reality to reveal expressive interactions, in particular :

1. Interfaces to support communication and cooperation in digital orchestras (DO)
2. Scenography of performances with immersive virtual musical instruments (IVMI)
3. Visual augmentations to understand and enrich the experience of spectators with Digital Musical

Instruments (DMI)

While this research focuses on the case study of musical expression, the same issues have been high-
lighted in other contexts [144] and the proposed solutions, insights and guidelines can be applied in
other fields of HCI.

2.1 Augmenting Communication and Cooperation in Digital Orchestras

Most of my research on Digital Orchestras is conducted in collaboration with my colleague Luke Dahl
from the University of Virginia. Results are presented on the BOEUF project website 2. The collab-
oration started in 2012, when I went as a guest researcher to Stanford University where Luke Dahl
was finishing his PhD. Our goal is to provide insights and tools for collaboration in DOs, especially in
spontaneous ensembles with heterogeneous instruments, such as jam sessions.

In this context, each musician’s instrument is not necessarily known in advance by the others. The
diversity and complexity of DMIs, their lack of visibility [69] and the lack of physical cues or familiar-
ity naturally present in acoustic instruments, might thus hinder communication between musicians
and prevent the emergence of group dynamics essential for collective music making [153]. Further-
more, DOs often make use of cooperation techniques such as temporally synchronising instruments,
or routing sound and controls between them. It has been the case since the first Digital Orchestras
in the 1970s such as the League of Automatic composer and The Hub [94]. However, in spontaneous
ensembles it is sometimes not possible to access these advanced mechanisms if the instruments rely on
diverse software and hardware which have not been configured for interconnection. While standard-
ised protocols such as MIDI or Ableton Link provide some amount of cooperation features (tempo or
scale synchronisation), they are very far from what can be done in prepared orchestras with multi-
ple instances of the same instrument [53,139,165] or multi-user instruments [109,110] where a single
interface is shared.

Research on DOs has led to the formal analysis of dimensions of orchestras [42,168] and to the study
of musicians’ behavior and practices [171]. Tools have also been designed for the collaborative de-
signing of DOs [125], or for interconnecting instruments [104]. However there is still much we do not
know about what information is missing in DOs compared to acoustic ensembles, and how advanced
cooperation can be enabled in the case of spontaneous collective playing sessions. Similarly, while
mixed-reality displays have been used for example as a way to enable distant musical collaboration
[151], they have not been employed to enrich DOs.

In order to tackle these issues, our approach consists in :

1. Creating a model of collaboration in DOs and implementing it in software components that can
be integrated into instruments to provide access to all modes of collaboration

2https://bf-collab.net/

https://bf-collab.net/
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2. Designing mixed-reality interfaces to reveal these modes during spontaneous musical sessions
with heterogeneous instruments, in order to enrich communication and cooperation

3. Evaluating the impact of these interfaces on musical practice

2.1.1 The BOEUF framework

Session: SoundBounce

Instrument: Mobile1

Module: Ball1

Parameter: Speed1

Instrument: Mobile2

Module: Ball2

Parameter: Speed2
Exchange

Session: Intellectual Improperty

Instrument: Conductor

Group: Musicians

Instrument: Musician1 Instrument: Musician2

Message: Indication1 Message: Indication2Grouping

Session: Couacs

Instrument: Player Drums

Module: Drums Pattern

Parameter: Pitch1

Parameter: Volume1

Parameter: Filter1

Meter: Loudness1

Instrument: Player Bass

Module: Bass Pattern

Parameter: Pitch2

Parameter: Volume2

Parameter: Filter2

Meter: Loudness2

Concurrent

Activity

FIGURE 2.1: Three ensembles analysed with BOEUF. Dashed lines show communication
modes, dotted lines organisation modes and solid lines cooperation modes.

We started by formalizing Collaboration Modes in DOs through a conceptual framework, named BOEUF
(for BOEUF OrchEstra Unification Framework) [26] The framework was built from literature review
and interviews with musicians involved in digital ensembles. It describes all the ways that musi-
cians collaborate, either through the digital instruments (mediated collaboration) or through physical
actions (non-mediated collaboration). The framework is organised in three categories, themselves
subdivided in subcategories.

Cooperation modes comprise actions that have a direct effect on the produced music. They can be in-
dependent when they do not affect the musical output the same instrument, complementary when they
affect the same musical output but not the same input (e.g. sensor or sound synthesis parameter) or
concurrent when they affect the same sensor or parameter and generate potential conflicts. This classifi-
cation inherits from research on Collaborative Virtual Environments (CVE) [126]. Communication modes
influence the actions of musicians rather than the produced music. Communication modes encompass
Awareness modes, which are non-intentional and help understand musicians’ activity. Awareness is a
prominent issue in CVE and HCI [16,80] but has also been discussed in the case of DOs [84]. Other
communication actions are Indications, such as text messages, intentional communicative gestures or
demonstration of intentions. Finally, exchanges comprise transfers of data between musicians. The last
category of collaboration modes is Organisation modes which do not have any effect on the music but
impact the other modes of collaborations. They consist in Nomination of various roles in the orchestra,
Grouping of musicians and Selection of musicians to interact with.

Together with these collaboration modes, we defined a set of components that allow for their imple-
mentation in spontaneous DOs. An example representation of DOs with the corresponding compo-
nents and modes is given in Figure 2.1. Our goal is then to provide implementations of these com-
ponents for the main programming languages for instrument design and the most common music
software.

A first one was developed for the PureData visual programming language : bf-pd. It was published in
2017 [70] and has been made available to the public 3 under a free open-source licence. This first im-
plementation provides a set of externals that, when added to an instrument, automatically connect the

3https://gitlab.cristal.univ-lille.fr/boeuf/bf-pd

https://gitlab.cristal.univ-lille.fr/boeuf/bf-pd
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instrument to a musical session over local network, declare the structure and activity of the instrument
and handles access and interconnection with other instruments in the session.

2.1.2 Revealing cooperation opportunities

a b

FIGURE 2.2: Interfaces for cooperation in digital orchestras : a) Separate interfaces with
a bus paradigm, b) Shared space with a graph paradigm

We then started looking at how to implement modes of collaboration in the context of spontaneous or-
chestras with heterogeneous instruments. In a first study, published at NIME 2020 [27], we compared
two designs of collaboration interfaces that reveal the structure and controls of instruments in the or-
chestra and enable awareness along with complementary and concurrent modes of cooperation. The two
interfaces rely on bf-pd to interconnect three different instruments. This means that musicians can use
the output (e.g. produced notes or onsets) or parameters variations (e.g. changes in effects) of other
instrument to modify their instrument, or in the other direction influence others’ parameters.

As shown on Figure 2.2, the first design provides for each musician an interface visible only to them
which represents all the instruments of the orchestra, i.e., their structure (sound modules and param-
eters) and their activity. All the collaboration and manipulation of the instruments are performed in
PureData patches, therefore with the touchpad/mouse and pointer and graphical buttons and slider.
Connections are made following a bus paradigm, by assigning parameters to channels to send/receive
data, and are not visible to all. The second design provides shared interface, with a graph paradigm
and manipulated using a large touchscreen. Each musician has a private space to interact with both
their and the other instruments, and connections are visible to all. Research on Computer Supported
Cooperative Work (CSCW) and on DOs has highlighted the importance of private and public spaces
of collaboration [52,55,84,130]. In our case, the goal was to evaluate both the paradigm and the shared
aspect of the collaboration interface to understand how cooperation modes would be impacted.

The study was performed with two groups of three musicians. Each musician first designed their
instrument using PureData, with some constraints on the number of parameters and outputs, in order
to obtain different instruments for all. They then performed multiple jam sessions with both designs.
We ran a thematic analysis of interviews conducted with each group after they have spent multiple
sessions playing with each interface. From these, we deduced insights and guidelines for the design
of collaboration interfaces for heterogeneous orchestras. For instance, collaboration interfaces should
:

• provide default outputs for each instruments to facilitate interconnection
• encourage complementary and concurrent cooperation with controls shared by default,
• include expressive collaboration controls, not simply graphical faders or buttons to interact with

shared parameters
• visualise all connections to reveal the cooperation between musicians

These results now need to be extended by studying instruments with diverse interfaces (here all three
instruments had the same interface) to understand how collaboration controls can be mixed with
individual controls.
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2.1.3 Augmenting awareness

NONE

NO-VISU

REPLACE-EXTERNAL

REPLACE-INTERNAL

SEPARATE-EXTERNAL

SEPARATE-INTERNAL

OVERLAP-EXTERNAL

OVERLAP-INTERNAL

FIGURE 2.3: Studying the Awareness communication modes in digital orchestras with
various situational visibility and visualisation levels conditions.

For the second study, published at NIME 2022 [28], we focused on the awareness modes of communi-
cation. We wanted to investigate which representation of instrument activity and which method of
display would best help musicians understand what the contribution of others. Previous studies have
shown the importance of visualising the contribution of other musicians in an orchestra [132]. Here
we tested two visualisation levels : external, where only the spectrum of the audio output of each instru-
ment was displayed, and internal, where the activity and manipulation of the various components (e.g.
sounds/loops) are represented. These levels were displayed according to 5 situational visibility condi-
tions, i.e., how they were visible with respect to the other musicians : either not shown, replacing the
physical musicians, shown separately (projected near the instruments), shown overlapped with the
others using an optical combiner (e.g., semi-transparent mirror). All resulting conditions are shown in
Figure 2.3.

5 groups of 3 musicians took part in the experiment. Paradoxically, contrary to the context of het-
erogeneous instruments, we chose to give the same instrument (composed of melodic, rhythm and
noise tracks) to all musicians, in order to increase the confusion around the contribution of each in-
strument, and used improvisation tasks in order to encourage collaboration. Through questionnaires
and interviews, we extracted insights on what should be revealed and how.

In particular, our results suggest that, in order to be effective in increasing awareness and facilitating
collaboration, mixed-reality visualisations of instruments should display the internal activity of other
instruments and that they should be shown grouped and close to each user’s instrument. These results
contradict our original hypothesis that musicians would prefer seeing the other musicians and their
musical activity overlapped. Interestingly, we also saw a shift in focus of musical practice due to the
visualisations, from active listening to others to a more cerebral or internalised process. This brings
us back to the idea that the choice of revealing expressive interactions should be left to users, here to
collaborators. The study now needs to be extended to address heterogeneous instruments, i.e., with
different internal structure and activity, which will require the design of unified visual representations.

2.2 Scenography of Immersive Instruments

The second research direction on Revealing Expressive Interactions was conducted with my colleagues
Victor Zappi (Northeastern University, USA) and Dario Mazzanti (IIT, Italy), following research in our
respective PhD theses. We published in 2014 a paper at the Sonic Interactions in Virtual Environments
workshop at IEEE Virtual Reality [36], recently extended as a book chapter [172]. In this project, we
focus on what we called Immersive Virtual Musical Instruments (IVMIs), i.e., instruments that use virtual
components visualised with virtual or mixed-reality displays.
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a b c

FIGURE 2.4: Scenography of Immersive Instruments : a) Dimension Space, b) Scenogra-
phy with separate stereoscopic screens for the audience and performers, c) Scenography

with a semi-transparent screen that reduces transportation but increases visibility

IVMIs have a long history in scientific research, instrument design and performance, with early work
such as Lanier’s The Sound of One Hand [119] and many instruments since [154]. With the democrati-
sation of commercial VR equipment, there has been an increase in the number of immersive perfor-
mances, with a variety of scenographies, i.e., arrangements of the virtual and physical spaces. Indeed,
some of them require all spectators and performers to be immersed with VR headsets, others rely on
a large stereoscopic screen shared by audience and performers, others provide mixed-reality video
see-through tablets for the audience to perceive the virtual content placed on a physical stage. They
therefore affect aspects such as how much spectators and performers are transported [17] to the vir-
tual space, how much they can see each other, what range of interaction and collaboration possibilities
they open. However, there has been little research on what impact these scenographical choices have
: How do they influence the performer and audience experience ? What virtual and physical compo-
nents of the instruments the should be revealed to the audience ? How much of the performers should
the audience be able to see and vice-versa ?

Our goal was to understand the different dimensions of immersive scenographies and how the affect
the users experience. We designed a dimension space, inspired by [41], for scenographies of IVMIs.
It can be seen in Figure 2.4.a. It was built by analysing immersive performances in and outside the
scientific literature, including from our own experience as designers of IVMIs, and by looking at im-
portant design guidelines for both digital musical instruments and virtual environments. It describes
scenographies with 6 dimensions, which address the audience experience (spectators transportation,
spectators awareness), the performers’ experience (performers transportation, spectators visibility) and di-
mensions of performance design (interaction spectrum, ensemble potential). For example, spectators trans-
portation, relying on the transportation dimension of shared spaces by Benford et al. [20], describes
how much the audience is surrounded by the virtual components of the performance, from a few
virtual objects visible in mixed-reality on the physical stage, to being inside a virtual environment,
completely cutoff from the physical space.

The dimension space is not designed for providing absolute measurements of these dimensions, but
rather for discussing scenographies (even for a same instrument) and for encouraging novel designs.
In fact, we used it to analyse a number of performances, such as the one in Figure 2.4.b, discussing
their relative advantages and limitations. We also showed that the dimension space could indicate
new design directions for existing scenographies, such as the use of optical combiners in addition to
stereoscopic screens, as exemplified with the design shown in Figure 2.4.c.

Research on this topic now continues with the development of a framework for prototyping immersive
instruments and performances 4 and the study of the impact of the dimension on aspects of the users

4The IVMI-builder framework combines the Godot game engine and PureData https://gitlab.univ-lille.fr/ivmi/ivmi-
builder

https://gitlab.univ-lille.fr/ivmi/ivmi-builder
https://gitlab.univ-lille.fr/ivmi/ivmi-builder
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experience such as presence or co-presence [111].

2.3 Augmenting the Audience Experience

This section of my research started in 2013 in the Potioc team at INRIA, it was then the focus of the
IXMI project that I led at the University of Bristol, and finally became the center of Olivier Capra’s
PhD thesis [57].

It began with the analysis (from personal experience, discussions with electronic and acoustic mu-
sicians, and literature review) that the spectator experience with Digital Musical Instruments (DMIs)
suffers from :

• small/hidden gestures and sensors
• complex mappings between sensors and musical parameters
• complex and partly autonomous musical processes

Compared with acoustic instruments, for which gestures transmit many information [71] and where
there is a physical link between the gestures and sound, it is therefore very difficult for the audience
to understand the relation between the musician’s actions and the resulting music and to perceive
the actual engagement of the musician in the performance. This is a common analysis in the field of
New Interfaces for Musical Expression [97,152], to which solutions have been proposed which imply
constraining the instrument design, for example with transparent (or familiar) interaction metaphors
[83], more visible interfaces, or amplified gestures [38].

Instead, our first idea was to employ augmented reality displays in order to visually enrich perfor-
mances with information about the mechanisms of DMIs without placing constraints on their design,
thus preserving the musicians freedom and expression.

a b

FIGURE 2.5: a) First implementation of visual augmentations for the audience follow-
ing the Rouages approach using a monoscopic display with head-tracking. b) Some of
the experimental conditions to study attributed agency with augmentations overlaid on

videos of short performances

We first proposed the Rouages approach, in a paper published at NIME 2013 [33], shown in Figure
2.5.a. It consists in augmenting physical instruments with virtual elements which inform the three
common levels in DMIs structure :

• Virtual sensors that amplify small gestures and sensors
• Simplified representations of the sound processes, which highlight their activity and level of

autonomy
• Virtual links between sensors and sound processes that show the gesture to sound mappings

After a first implementation, this approach led us to explore three main questions: What are the com-
ponents of the spectator experience ? How are they altered in performances with DMIs ? Can we
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enrich this experience by providing information on the mechanisms, and if so what quantity and type
of information should be given ?

2.3.1 Attributed Agency, Subjective and Objective Comprehension

During the IXMI project, we started envisioning the experience of spectators through the lens of
causality perception. We drew inspiration from the work on self agency, in particular that of Weg-
ner and Wheatley [167] on Apparent mental causation, which propose a model to explain the perception
by one individual of their own agency, i.e., “I was responsible for this particular action or event”.
According to them, this self-agency happens a posteriori by unconsciously comparing the intention
(cause) and action (result) on three criteria :

1. Exclusivity : there should only be one cause for the result
2. Consistency : the nature of the cause should match the nature of the result
3. Priority : the cause should closely precede the result

When looking at the perception of interaction with DMIs, it becomes clear that the criteria are all
broken :

1. Exclusivity : perceived changes in the music can come either from the musician’s direct actions
or from automated and sequenced events, sometimes from a mix of both, making it difficult for
the audience to perceive what was their cause

2. Consistency : gestures with a certain type and scale are not necessarily mapped to changes with
the same type and scale, e.g., a soft discrete press of a button can lead to a strong continuous
change in the sound

3. Priority : changes in the music can happen with a delay, e.g., at the next beat or bar, after the
gesture was performed

We therefore decided to transpose Wegner and Wheatley’s model to what can be named attributed
agency. It relies on the same criteria but applied to the perception of the results of someone else’s
actions.

In a first paper published at NIME 2015 [25], we designed instruments that would each amplify the
disruption of one the criteria. We then used visual augmentations, following the Rouages approach
in order to compensate for the disruptions. We recorded short performances with the instruments,
shown with and without the augmentations (see Figure 2.5.b) to participants of a controlled in-the-
lab experiment. Our results suggest that compensating for the exclusivity and consistency criteria
led participants to assign a higher agency to the musician in the case of exclusivity and gave them a
higher confidence in rating agency in the case of consistency. These first results confirmed our intuition
that attributed agency was a useful theoretical framework for assessing the experience of the audience
with digital interactions, but also that visual augmentations were an essential tool for studying this
experience and also enriching it.

a b c

d

FIGURE 2.6: Conditions ( a) Control, b) Explain, c) V-AUG) and d) experimental setup
used to evaluate subjective and objective comprehension of DMIs

The notion of attributed agency was then refined during Olivier Capra’s thesis. In a paper published
at ACM DIS 2020 [59], we proposed to study the audience experience by comparing subjective com-
prehension, i.e., how much the audience believe they understand the musician’s actions, and objective
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comprehension, i.e., how much they actually understand it. In order to obtain their subjective com-
prehension, we relied on a set of design challenges first proposed by Bellotti et al. [14], and adapted to
the audience experience by Fyans et al. [89]. For the objective comprehension, we asked participants
to identify in short sequences who from the musician or automated processes was responsible for a
particular change in the sound, giving us an accurate measurement of what they really understood.
In the study, we compared conditions with augmentations that follow the Rouages approach (V-AUG),
with augmentations that on the contrary show uncorrelated activity (V-DIS), with preliminary ex-
planations of the instrument (Explain) and without additional information (Control). The stimuli and
experimental setup are shown in Figure 2.6.
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FIGURE 2.7: Results from the AVAA study: the estimated musician contribution is higher
with visual augmentations (V-AUG), than when explaining the instrument (Explain), or
providing no information (Control). It is lower when disruptive visual cues are given

(V-DIS).

Our results suggest that visual augmentations, although they do not necessarily increase objective
comprehension, have an effect on subjective comprehension. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 2.7, the
attribution of agency to the musician instead of the computer is higher when adding augmentations
(V-AUG) than without (Control), and so is the participant’s confidence. Visual augmentations there-
fore increase the trust in musician’s engagement in the performance, even when their contribution is
limited.

FIGURE 2.8: Visual augmentations can either reveal or disrupt the link between gestures
(manipulations) and resulting changes in the sound (effects), leading to a novel opportu-

nity for designing the spectator experience.

Interestingly, visual augmentations, when they are not correlated with the instrument activity (V-DIS),
i.e., when they show random events, seem to lead spectators to attribute less agency to the musician.
They can therefore be used to induce more magical experience, as shown in Figure 2.8 (adapted from
[144]), for the audience, providing a novel tool for artists to play with the audience experience.
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2.3.2 Spectator Experience Augmentation Techniques

In parallel, we investigated the different ways that can be used to enrich the audience experience with
additional information without altering the design of performing tools. We named them Spectator
Experience Augmentation Techniques (SEATs). They can be described as techniques that enrich the audi-
ence experience without requiring changes in design of the expressive interface itself, or influencing
the content of the performance (contrary to participatory performances).

In a short paper published at NIME 2020 [61], we proposed a taxonomy of SEATs, enabling their anal-
ysis and design, based on 11 dimensions : Spatial and Temporal Alignment describe how the augmen-
tations overlap with the performance; Temporal and Spatial density describe the quantity of available
additional information; Spatial and temporal control define over if the presentation of the information
can be modified by the audience; Nature and Modality of presentation describe how the information is
displayed; Content nature and reactivity define what information is provided and if it is updated in
real-time or not; Agents define if the augmentations take into account multiple performers.

In the study presented above [59], we had in fact been comparing SEATs, in this case preliminary
auditory explanations and real-time visual augmentations. While the results suggest an advantage of
using visual augmentations, it is still not clear which aspect of these augmentations is the most efficient
in increasing subjective comprehension. This highlights the need for more study of the impact of each
of the taxonomy dimensions.

During Olivier Capra’s thesis, we also proposed a conceptual pipeline which could be implemented
in order to integrate SEATs in an efficient manner in performances [58]. This pipeline introduces a
new role within the performance ecosystem, that of the augmenter, which would consist in acting
as an intermediary between performers and the audience, playing with the quantity and nature of
the provided information, and therefore influencing the audience experience as a novel dimension of
musical performances.

2.3.3 Revealing Levels of detail

In order to implement the Spatial Control dimension of SEATs, and therefore allow spectators to adjust
the quantity of displayed information, we need 1) to understand what impact the quantity of informa-
tion has, in particular on members of the audience with diverse levels of expertise and 2) to provide
interfaces for the audience to adjust the augmentations.

L0 NONE L1 SENS L2 PROC L3 SENS_PROC

L4 MAPPINGS L5 FULL_COMBINED L6 FULL_GRAPH

FIGURE 2.9: Investigated Level of details for Visual Augmentations here on a DMI with
a control surface and three sound processes (rhythm, bass and noise sequences with var-

ious audio effects)

This led us to study the visual augmentations with a controllable level-of-detail. We published a paper
at NIME 2020 [60] which provides first insights on this matter. It was then selected for publication as
an extended version in the Computer Music Journal [62]. Starting from the Rouages approach, we
proposed that each component of the DMIs can be visualised in more or less detail. For instance,
augmentations of the sensors and gestures may : not be shown at all, display only if a sensor is active or
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not, display the value of the sensor, display the value and type of sensor . . . Similarly, each component
can be displayed or not : only the sensors but not the sound processes, only the sound processes . . .

As shown on Figure 2.9, out of all possible combinations, we selected 7 global levels of detail (LODs)
in visual augmentations, which range from no added information at all, to a full representation of the
type and value of each sensor and of the structure, type and value of each parameter of each sound
process.

In a controlled experiment, we then evaluated during a first block both objective and subjective com-
prehension of filmed short performances with a group of novices and a group of experts (electronic
musicians). To that extent we relied on the same methods (design challenges and contribution as-
sessment) described above. In a second block, we let participants from the same two groups select in
real-time during the short performances the LOD that they preferred and then the LOD that helped
them understand the best. We also interviewed them and analysed their LOD selection strategy.
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FIGURE 2.10: Block 1 : Evaluation of perceived contributions by expertise and effect on
objective and subjective comprehension of diverse LODs of visual augmentations. Block

2 : Chosen LODs when asked for best experience and best comprehension

Our results, depicted in Figure 2.10 suggest that there is a clear difference in perception between ex-
perts and novices, the former generally perceiving a higher contribution of the musician (and higher
than it actually is), and reporting generally a higher subjective comprehension even though their objec-
tive comprehension was not much higher than novices. Although LODs had a statistically significant
effect on subjective comprehension, they did not seem to impact novices and experts equally. Some
LODs provided lower subjective comprehension, such as displaying only the activity of sound pro-
cesses (a configuration usually found in visuals accompanying musical performances). The LOD that
provided all information but in an abstract manner (FULL COMB) was the most efficient in particular
for novices, while the LOD that provided too much detail led them to a lower subjective comprehen-
sion. Finally, when participants were allowed to choose their LOD and asked how they would use
that opportunity during performances, a few clear strategies emerged, such as 1) displaying all de-
tails at first to generate a clear mental model of the instrument before turning almost everything off to
enjoy the performance, 2) keeping only the sensors visualisation to focus on the musician’s gestures,
3) adapting the LOD depending on musical complexity. However, interpersonal variations within
these strategies call again for a way for participants to personalise the information given by the visual
augmentations.

In order to enable these very diverse strategies of LOD selection by spectators, we proposed im-
plementations based on mixed-reality displays. As shown in Figure 2.11 we designed three con-
figurations for displaying visual augmentations with controllable LODs. Individual displays using
mixed-reality headsets or mobile devices enable each spectator to individually set their preferred LOD.
Shared displays with augmentations overlaid on top of the filmed performance can be placed on or
around the stage, visible to all. In that case, various LODs can be displayed on the screens, set either
by votes from the audience, by the performers, or by an augmenter. Finally, grouped AR displays,
for example with optical combiners at various angles as shown on Figure 2.11.c can be set to provide
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a b c

FIGURE 2.11: Implementation of visual augmentations with controlled Level-Of-Detail :
a) Overlaid on a projection of the performance b) Individual mobile mixed-reality display

with LOD selection c) Shared optical mixed-reality display with LOD selection

different LODs depending on the spectators position within the audience, and again changed dynam-
ically.

2.4 Conclusion and Future directions for revealing interactions

Throughout this chapter, I have shown how visual augmentations in mixed-reality, when carefully
designed, can enrich the experience of collaborators and spectators of performances with Digital Mu-
sical Instruments, improving their subjective comprehension, their trust in performers’ engagement,
and facilitating cooperation. Our results also demonstrate the importance of scenography in mixed
and virtual reality contexts, in particular what information is revealed and how. This research finally
highlights the diversity of the strategies used by both spectators and artists in their appreciation of
performances, which should be taken into account by providing them control over the augmenta-
tions. These are important steps in understanding the perception of expressive interactions, which
can be used to inform the design process.

I believe that there are two essential questions, shared between contexts of musical collaboration and
audience experience that require further investigation. The first is the design of unified models and
representations of DMIs. In order to implement visual augmentations that display the activity and
structure of instruments, that facilitate communication and cooperation in heterogeneous DOs and
understanding by the audience, it is essential to be able to extract sufficient information from the
software, to organise this information in a structured manner and to display it in an homogeneous
manner. This requires the investigation of : 1) models to describe instruments and other expressive
tools and software components to extract relevant information from common music software and pass
it to visualisation software; 2) Unified representations of the activity and structure of heterogeneous
instruments, in particular using a level-of-detail approach that will facilitate the representation of
complex instruments, but also adapt to various types of instruments (gestural controllers, control
surfaces, virtual instruments . . . ), as explained in Section 4.2.

The second is the refinement of our understanding of the perception of expressive digital interactions.
We are following up on preliminary work from Olivier Capra’s thesis on the use of physiological
sensors such as the grip force and on the study of motor simulation [107], in order to retrieve dynamic
and objective measurements. This constitutes one of my main future research directions, as described
in Section 4.1. We also envision studying the influence of other dimensions of performances on the
audience experience, such as the aesthetic of the augmentations (the content nature of our taxonomy)
and the transportation of spectators in immersive performances.

I strongly believe that these results also apply to other digital tools in public contexts. Their trans-
parency could then be increase in order to facilitate cooperation or support trajectories [18]. But they
could also be made more “magical” or opaque for security or anonymity reasons.
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3 Revealed Interfaces

The research described in the previous chapter focused on the roles of collaborators and spectators of
digital interactions. In this chapter, I present the research that I have been conducting on the main
users in contexts of content exploration, e.g., selecting content in design processes or discovering in-
formation in museum exhibition, and of musical expression.

Expression is an aspect often left out during the design of 3D interaction techniques and devices and
of 3D displays. Generic 3D interactions and visual augmentations often focus on efficiency in time
and error with design guidelines that favor reducing complexity/dimensionality to reduce errors
[44]. Similarly the research on 3D displays tend to aim for technological perfection 1, often leading
to technical solutions that isolate users (e.g., VR headsets). They tend to leave out or reduce human
engagement in discovering / exploring virtual content, by providing all information at once in as best
as possible quality. On the contrary, here my focus is on expression and exploration capabilities of 3D
interfaces, i.e., on designing interaction / visualisation techniques that are not always more efficient
than the state-of-the-art but which might trigger changes in perception, practice and leave room for
user appropriation.

Following the Revealing Interactions paradigm, these 3DUIs take advantage of interactions with the
physical space, revealing virtual controls or feedback within it. They span three main directions :

1. Augmented visual feedback to enrich the perception of gestural, tactile and tangible interaction
2. 3D Interaction techniques that reveal expressive opportunities in physical and virtual spaces
3. Novel mixed-reality displays that emphasize exploration and expression

3.1 Augmented Visual Feedback

Travelling through the real-virtual continuum of Milgram and Kishino [133], physical interfaces can
be complemented with virtual content, from a few virtual elements aligned with the physical space
to a full environment in which users are transported. In this section, I present research in which we
investigated the use of virtual content, at various degrees of immersion, as a way to enrich or alter the
perception of users during interaction with gestural, tactile and tangible interfaces.

In particular, we looked at how visual augmentations can benefit users of tangible control surfaces,
e.g., with physical buttons, sliders and so on, in the appropriation of their tool. We also showed
that adding 3D visual feedback, in our case stereoscopic rendering, can influence tactile perception
on touchscreens. We finally studied the impact of manipulating visual feedback, through changes in
Control-Display Ratio, on the user experience in gestural musical instruments.

3.1.1 Augmented Visual Feedback on Control Surfaces

As pointed out in Section 1, expert users in creative contexts such as music production and perfor-
mance, graphics design, video editing and visual performance, are given the opportunity to customize
their tools, leading to a strong diversity in setups and improving core task performance [85] For exam-
ple, they can choose the interface (usually commercial or custom control surfaces) [93], the software

1in a way this is similar to photorealistic rendering which has long been the goal of research on virtual reality
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a b c d

FIGURE 3.1: ControllAR principle : a) Graphical elements from creation / performance
software. b) They are rearranged on a separate screen placed above an optical combiner.
c) They appear overlapped with the control surface. d) They are used to reveal informa-

tion about sensors and parameters

they use, the plugins for synthesis and processing of content, and the mappings between sensors and
controls over the software.

One aspect that is usually not easily modifiable is the visual feedback on the structure or status of
the content and controls that they are manipulating. This feedback is usually either too complex
and mostly fixed on the software graphical user interface (GUI) or displayed on the control surface
with LEDs or small screens but very limited, fixed and/or very different from the main software
representations. It is usually not possible for the users to select and place visual feedback where and
when needed during interactions. Consequently, they tend to either avoid looking at their screen and
rely on limited cues for interacting, therefore missing useful information.

In a paper published at ACM ISS 2016 [32], we studied the combination of graphical interface remix-
ing [49,159] and mixed-reality displays. As shown on Figure 3.1, the ControllAR software (available
under a free open-source licence2 ) allows users to grab visual elements from their main software GUI,
modify their shape, colors and visibility, and place them freely on their control surface with the help of
an optical combiner. It relies on real-time capture of parts of a desktop window, which are then trans-
formed, and rendered on a separate screen. The screen is placed above a semi-transparent mirror, in a
fish-tank setup [99,166], below which the user places their control surface. To them, remixed graphical
elements appear overlapped with the various sensors and provide selected information. The control
surface behaves as a mixed object [68] combining physical and digital properties.

We ran a qualitative study with 10 expert users (electronic musicians) in order to understand what
visual feedback they would appropriate if given the choice. From the sessions, we were able to un-
derstand that the information that they missed (and were able to retrieve using ControllAR) originates
from three parts of their interactive system, as depicted in Figure 3.2 :

1. the mappings, for which they extracted labels and colors identifying to which parameters the
sensors were assigned (see Figure 3.2.a,b,c)

2. the parameters, for which they displayed the exact values with units, and the context, e.g., the
modified curve or position within a sound (see Figure 3.2.d,e,f)

3. the processes, meaning the status or activity of the system e.g., current tempo, position within
timeline, vu-meter . . .

Comments from the users were also very positive, with participants stating that they felt that the sys-
tem brought back information that they had lost with their usual setup, and pointing out that the tool
could also be used to provide information to other members in an orchestra, which brings us back
to the importance of the BOEUF framework. Finally, the study led us to suggest three guidelines for
interactive systems designers to facilitate the appropriation by users : 1) Facilitate remixing graphical

2https://gitlab.univ-lille.fr/mint/controllar

https://gitlab.univ-lille.fr/mint/controllar
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FIGURE 3.2: ControllAR design space extracted from the qualitative study with expert
musicians. It shows from which parts of the DMIs the information chosen by participants

originated, and the diversity of augmentations designed.

user interfaces (detaching / reorganising visual elements); 2) Correctly expose the mappings, param-
eters, activity and structure of the application; 3) Facilitate augmentation of hardware controllers by
leaving room for integrating visual elements.

3.1.2 Augmented Visio-Tactile Texture Perception

FIGURE 3.3: Experimental conditions for the study of cross-modal visual/haptic percep-
tion of virtual texture roughness

Beyond enabling custom visual feedback for expert interaction, 3D displays, by simulating virtual
elements in the physical space, can be used to alter and enrich users’ perception. For instance, the
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cross-modal interaction between haptic and visual perception [21,113,122,170] has been the subject of
much research and has led to techniques such as pseudo-haptic feedback [121,161] or their combina-
tion for 3D manipulation [48] and texture perception [96] in virtual reality.

In the context of Detjon Brahimaj’s PhD thesis, we investigated adding stereoscopic rendering in order
to influence the tactile perception of roughness of a virtual texture. The tactile feedback that was used
relies on ultrasonic vibrations to generate a squeeze-film effect [11], reducing the friction between the
user’s finger and a surface. By modulating the amplitude of these vibrations, and therefore the friction,
according to the finger movement, one can create synthetic textures with controllable waveform and
frequency. The study, presented at IHM 2023 [45], relies on previous categorization of tactile textures
produced with ultrasonic friction reduction according to common adjectives [73], which allowed us to
define sets of parameters that generate smooth and rough textures.

Our goal was to see if adding visual feedback that create a sense of visual depth to the tactile de-
vice could alter the perception roughness. The independent variables were the tactile texture type
(Rough/Smooth), the presence of stereoscopy or not and the presence of a visual deformation below
the finger. We chose to use gradient noise texture to generate stimuli with equivalent roughness but
variable appearance. Noise period was chosen small enough so as to not give an impression of ge-
ometry, i.e., which would have led participants to expect tactile ridges. Textures from the resulting
conditions, shown in Figure 3.3, are composed of random dots that appear either all on the surface
(without stereoscopy) or ranging from the surface to 5mm below it (with stereoscopy). When touch-
ing the surface, it either does not change or appears pressed. Across these conditions, participants
were asked to independently evaluate tactile and visual roughness, along arbitrary scales to which
they were accustomed.

Our results show a statistically significant effect of both deformation (confirming results on pseudo-
haptic feedback) and stereoscopy on perceived tactile roughness, but only in the case of smooth tactile
textures, which could show a preponderance of tactile feedback. In the other direction, increase in
tactile roughness led to a higher perceived visual roughness. These results confirm that virtual visual
feedback, when co-localised, can help enrich interaction with touch surfaces, amplifying the perceived
roughness. They could for example be applied to the exploration of virtual reconstructions of physical
objects or of rich volumetric data.

3.1.3 Augmenting Gestural Interaction in Virtual Reality

a b

FIGURE 3.4: Studying how to augment gestural interaction in VR a) Influence of Control-
Display ratio on user experience with IVMIs. b) Influence of auditory guide, gesture

speed and regularity

When they are fully immersed in a virtual environment, i.e., when wearing a VR head-mounted dis-
play, the perception and actions of users can be altered by playing with perceptual cues, in particular
visual rendering. In the context of Vincent Reynaert’s PhD thesis, we looked at how gestures per-
formed in VR can be influenced by visual and auditory modalities, and what impact this has on the
user experience, including the perceived muscular fatigue.
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In the first study, published at Interact 2021 [149], we looked at the influence of gesture rhythm : speed,
regularity and auditory guide. As shown in Figure 3.4.b, participants were asked to follow a target on a
two dimensional trajectory, with varying speed, temporal regularity of the trajectory and the presence
of an auditory guide that highlighted the speed of each segment of the trajectory. Our results indicated
in particular that augmenting gestures with sound guides led to a stronger sense of presence and an
increased level of perceived fatigue. This effect may be due to the fact that, contrary to studies on the
effect of sound on endurance which employ complex music and tend to show a positive effect [158],
our auditory guide highlights gestures and the user’s effort, and act as a feed-forward mechanism
[75].

The second study was published at NIME 2021 [148]. It focuses on the alteration of the perceived
user’s gestural amplitude by changing the Control-Display Ratio [[78];casiez2008impact], i.e., the ratio
between the movements that users see in the virtual space (their hand position was represented by a
sphere) and the gestures they are actually performing in the physical space. Research has shown that
some amount of discrepancy is possible without being noticed by the user, leading to the design of
techniques for redirecting gestures and navigation [6,138]. In our case, as shown in Figure 3.4.a, the
case study was an IVMI consisting in a control cube that allowed the user to mix 6 audio loops by
moving a virtual pointer. The gain of each loop was mapped to the inverse of the distance to the
pointer, and the overall gain mapped to the gesture speed. Figure 3.4.a shows in green the virtual
control cube within which the user perceives their are moving their hand and in red the physical cube
within which they are actually moving.

Our independent variables were the gestural sizes (boxes of 20cm, 40cm and 60cm) and visual sizes
(boxes of 20cm and 60cm), leading to 6 experimental conditions with large and small visual boxes
and physical gestures either not modified, amplified or reduced by the visual feedback. Our results
suggest that a CDR that leads to gestures perceived larger than they actually are results in a stronger
sense of presence, perhaps due to the increased perceived engagement. Similarly, changes in CDR can
be used to increase the precision in virtual controls (with large gestures resulting regularity in small
movements of the pointer), providing that the modification remains small, otherwise they lead to an
increase in perceived control difficulty. Based on these results, we suggest the development of novel
techniques for musical expression in virtual environments that would allow users to adjust their CDR
freely and dynamically, to choose between more engagement/presence and more control accuracy.

Overall, the two studies demonstrate that visual and auditory augmentations can influence gestural
interaction and that they can be used to enrich the user experience.

3.2 Interaction Techniques for Expression in Mixed-Reality

We have shown that added or altered visual feedback, in mixed and virtual reality, can enrich ex-
isting tangible, tactile and gestural interactions. But in the design of interaction techniques itself, in
virtual and physical spaces, expressive opportunities can emerge when looking at the components of
interaction differently.

In particular, I studied how generic 3D interaction techniques can be used and adapted for musical
interaction, how the physical space is itself a rich source of material for expression and how combin-
ing virtual and physical spaces through a mixed-reality display and interaction technique can open
opportunities for artistic expression in music, dance and theater.

3.2.1 Expressive 3D Interaction techniques

3D interaction techniques are often designed with efficiency in mind, i.e., they should permit to ac-
complish tasks in the minimum amount of time and with as few errors as possible. In an expressive
context however, efficiency is not necessarily the most important design factor and errors might be in-
teresting and even desired. In an article published in the Journal of New Music Research in 2020 [22],
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FIGURE 3.5: The Piivert 3D interaction technique, that combines graphical selection and
multiple finger sound excitation with pressure sensors. Common 3D selection and ma-

nipulation techniques were modified to support expression.

I conducted a survey of how 3D interaction techniques have been used and could be used in a con-
text of musical expression. Starting from commonly accepted categories of interaction, i.e., selection /
manipulation, navigation and application control, I showed how each can be integrated and extended
with respect to fundamental notions of musical interactions such as instrumental gestures [54], con-
trol intimacy [169], input complexity and player freedom [108]. An example is given in Figure 3.5,
with the Piivert interaction device and technique [31] that relies on 3D selection and manipulation for
slower selection and modulation instrumental gestures [54] and on pressure sensors for fast excitation
instrumental gestures. It therefore takes advantage of the interaction diversity and efficiency offered
by common techniques while compensating their limitations (in this case for gestures that require very
low latency and haptic feedback).

Another example can be found in the use of 3D navigation techniques. In the Versum instrument
[10], the musician navigates freely in a virtual space composed of orbiting sound sources represented
as 3D shapes, which constitutes an interactive composition. It therefore uses a general movement type
of navigation. Extending it with other types of navigation techniques, such as targeted movements
(e.g., teleportation to a point of interest) or specified trajectory movements (e.g., planning a path across
sound sources) would then enrich expression capabilities by allowing for discrete or semi-automated
changes in the sound.

I finally provided a number of perspectives for the design of expressive 3D interaction, such as se-
lection and manipulation techniques for chords of virtual objects, dedicated input devices and (re-
)introducing ambiguity in interaction. I plan on exploring this last aspect further as detailed below in
Section 4.3.

3.2.2 Expressive exploration of the physical space

a b

FIGURE 3.6: Phone with the Flow : a) Users select a scene in the physical space with
interesting movements using the integrated camera b) Touching the screen isolate part of

the scene and sonifies the optical flow within it
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In the physical space also, interactions can be turned into expressive opportunities. In the context of
Cagan Arlan’s PhD thesis, we studied how movements in the physical space can be captured in real-
time and used as controls for sound synthesis. In a paper published at NIME 2018 [5], we used optical
flow analysis on mobile devices to capture rich information on movements within physical scenes. As
seen in Figure 3.6, the user can select a target space by pointing the mobile camera at it and touching
one or multiple zones on the resulting image. The optical flow is then computed within these zones,
which results in a vector of amplitudes for each motion direction. Components of this vector can then
be mapped to sound synthesis parameters.

We proposed a design space based on dimensions such as the source of movement, camera movement,
use of the touchscreen, and mappings, which demonstrates the extent of opportunities for expression,
and we evaluated musicians’ feedback on the system, which reveals their strategies of expressive
movement sonification.

3.2.3 Revealed virtual controls in spatial augmented reality

Placing a
virtual object Sensing physical surfaces

Computing per-pixel
intersections

Sound synthesis,
Actuators

Projecting
intersections

FIGURE 3.7: Pipeline for revealing virtual content with Rivill : Intersections between
virtual objects and the physical space (captured with a depth camera) are computed on
the GPU for each fragment and then re-projected in the physical space with volumetric

content. Intersection properties (size, position) can be sent to other software.

In the context of Cagan Arslan’s PhD thesis, we also started looking at integrating expressive virtual
interactions within the physical space. This research was first presented at NIME 2017 [24] for which
we investigated how to augment gestural musical instruments with additional expressive capabilities
by placing virtual controls in the physical space, either at a fixed position, attached to the instrument
or to the user’s body. We were interested in studying how gestural interaction could be enriched
by reintroducing intangible objects, which, like the tangible components of instruments, facilitate the
emergence of gestures and playing techniques [98], but which would not constrain existing gestures
thanks to their intangibility.

The proposed technique falls into the broad category of Spatial Augmented Reality (SAR) [37]. It relies
on depth cameras or 3D tracking of physical objects and on one or several projectors. It consists in
detecting intersections between captured surfaces of the physical space and virtual objects, and re-
projecting these intersections on the physical surfaces, hence revealing slices of virtual objects with
diverse internal content (text, images, videos, volumetric textures).

This approach, depicted in Figure 3.7, is implemented in a software named Rivill 3. The intersection
computing and rendering pipeline runs entirely on the GPU and consists in 2-3 passes : 1) meshes of
the captured physical space are rendered to a depth texture; 2) all virtual objects are rendered from the
projector and for each of their fragments, the aligned pixel in the depth texture is tested for intersection
with the object (using signed distance functions for primitives and with an additional pass for more
complex meshes) 3) if there is an intersection the color of the fragment is computed according to the
object content, projected, and this intersection is output by aggregating intersection detail in a texture

3Released under a free open-source licence at https://gitlab.univ-lille.fr/mint/rivill

https://gitlab.univ-lille.fr/mint/rivill
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passed back to the CPU. Intersection information can then serve to control external processes such
as sound synthesis or actuators, closely coupling them with pixel-level interaction with the virtual
shapes.

a b

c d

FIGURE 3.8: Projects using revealed virtual objects for expressive interaction. a) Revgest,
b) Volume sequencer, c) Vibrating Shapes, d) Terres Rares

Our NIME 2017 paper describes a design space for the use of these virtual objects to augment gestural
instruments : how they can be placed in the physical space, what type of control and feedback they
enable, their visibility for audience and performers. We evaluate the system by reimplementing exist-
ing gestural instruments from the literature and demonstrating how they can be augmented with the
revealed virtual objects. For example, Figure 3.8.a depicts a remake of the XthSense instrument [79].
Our remake relies on flexion and pressure sensors to retrieve finger movements (sensed with EMGs
in the original version). Our system allowed us to extend these fine-grained finger movements with
live-looping controls attached around the users’ hand, providing another level of musical complexity,
and allowing the musician to combine layers of musical control.

This first project however remained limited to discrete controls or continuous ones but with only a
few dimensions. In order to increase the level of player freedom in the mappings [108] I studied how
volumetric textures, e.g., synthesised or captured with tomography, can be used as a parameter space.
The results, published at NIME 2021 [23], are comprised of a design space that describes how the
textures can be revealed and mapped to musical parameters, and an example instrument, the Volume
Sequencer, depicted in Figure 3.8.b, that allows one to sequence the movements of volumes and reveal
them with gestures and tangibles. A short study in VR demonstrated that dimensions such as the
flexibility of intersection surface and amount of visual feedback on the intersection have an effect on
perceived player freedom and agency.

Revealing virtual objects in the physical opens many opportunities for artistic expression, which led
us to a number of collaborations with artists : the Embodied Sculptures dance performance 4 with
choreographer Renaud Wiser and plastic artist Marie Lelouche, electronic music and dance workshops
with the Otium collective in Lille in high schools and for the NAME festival, interactive installation
at the Bordeaux Grand-Théâtre with Charles Petillon and Otium. A larger project is the collaboration
with the Éolie Songe theatre company and the director Thierry Poquet for the Terres Rares cyber-opera
5. The collaboration was funded with a Stimule project from the Région Hauts-de-France. During two

4http://embodiedsculpture.marielelouche.com/
5https://terrev.univ-lille.fr

http://embodiedsculpture.marielelouche.com/
https://terrev.univ-lille.fr
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years, with Cagan Arslan hired as a postdoctoral researcher on the project, we helped the company
design the 3D interaction with virtual objects used in the third act of the opera. One sequence from this
act can be seen in Figure 3.8.d, with two actors revealing animations by passing flags through virtual
spheres. We followed the development of the opera during residences, three public performances
in Lille and Grenoble, and a derived artistic installation presented at the Experimenta Digital Art
Exhibition. This led us to start investigating the appropriation of our technology in these diverse
artistic practices, in particular looking at design choices and the experience of expert users, using
qualitative methods such as reflexive thematic analysis [46]. While we are still analysing data from
the cyber-opera, we were able to study another use of our technology.

In a paper published at NIME 2022 [4], we report on the two years design of actuated acoustic in-
struments (guitars, drums, trumpet) controlled with revealed virtual shapes using Rivill, in collabora-
tion with professional improvisers from the Muzzix collective, and with colleagues from JUNIA/Isen
(Arthur Paté, Paul Cambourian). The Vibrating Shapes project 6 involves creating actuators that ei-
ther hit strings, vibrate drum heads or send air to tubes connected to a trumpet. Their parameters
(amplitude, frequency, regularity) are mapped to the features of intersections with virtual shapes :
shape intersected or not, position inside the shape, intersection size. In turn, the vibration patterns
are displayed on the shapes by mapping their amplitude to the scale on concentric spheres, provid-
ing feedback for musicians and increasing the transparency for the audience. Figure 3.8.c shows the
two musicians interacting virtual shapes which are connected to actuators on an acoustic guitar and
a trumpet. During the residences that led to the first performance with the instruments, we anal-
ysed design choices and feedback from the musicians. Our results for example suggest that adding
the virtual shapes enabled an extended gestural and sonic vocabulary, with musicians being able to
develop specific new playing techniques not possible otherwise. Interestingly, they reported having
internalised the virtual shapes as part of their instrumental space, but also perceiving them as musical
entities with which they were able to dialog.

Overall, revealed virtual controls provide a novel way to integrate virtual and physical interactions that
open many opportunities for interactive environments [92].

3.3 Novel Mixed-Reality Displays

Technological choices for mixed and virtual reality displays place strong constraints on the interaction
with virtual content. Notably, they influence if and how this interaction can be collaborative, they
define its level of transparency for observers and they push for certain gestures and techniques. In
this section, I describe research that I conducted at the University of Bristol and at the University of
Lille on novel mixed-reality displays that take advantage of the exploration of physical and virtual
spaces, specifically in contexts of musical expression and cultural mediation. They include :

1. Displays based on optical combiners, which overlap virtual and physical spaces so that both can
be manipulated

2. Revealable volume displays, which allow users to reveal virtual content around or inside phys-
ical objects and visible by all

3. A novel mixed-reality display for musical performances that creates a shared virtual-physical
interaction space

3.3.1 Extended Optical Combiners

In a paper published at ACM UIST 2014 [127], we explored a class of mixed-reality displays that mix
physical and virtual volumes by using planar optical combiners, i.e., two-way or semi-transparent
mirrors. Because of their planarity, they create stigmatic pairs [115] which means that the reflections
preserve the geometry of the physical space. Hence all users perceive reflections and the physical
space behind mirrors identically aligned. A number of display and interaction opportunities arise

6https://vibrating-shapes.univ-lille.fr/

https://vibrating-shapes.univ-lille.fr/
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a b c

FIGURE 3.9: Combining virtual and physical spaces : a) finger reflection as a 3D pointer
inside a physical space b) hand reflection to interact with a volumetric display c) a shape-

changing + semi-transparent mirror for optical and virtual manipulations

from this simple property. For example, as shown in Figure 3.9.a, the physical space reflected in
a semi-transparent mirror can be used to interact with physical objects placed behind it. Here the
user’s index finger is tracked and acts as a 3D pointer to select non-reachable physical objects for non-
reachable physical volume. The same principle can be used : 1) to interact with a volumetric display,
e.g., a depth cube [156] as seen in Figure 3.9.b, 2) to combine virtual content either with the reflected
physical space, e.g., in a magic mirror [74], or 3) in the other direction, to place virtual content freely
inside a physical space as I will explain in the next section.

We then pushed the idea further with non-planar, shape-changing mirrors in a paper published at
ACM ISS 2015 [35]. As seen in Figure 3.9.c, we used dedicated actuators [100], controlled with an
underlying screen to change the shape of a flexible mirror. The flexible mirror is reflected on a 45°
semi-transparent mirror behind which is placed a stereoscopic screen. The user therefore sees their
potentially transformed reflection overlapped with virtual objects. The system then relies on the idea
of mirror brushes, meaning that local deformations are applied to the mirror. These are view depen-
dent, i.e., computed according to the main user’s point of view. By carefully controlling the deforma-
tions, the user can manipulate the reflection of the physical space around them (e.g., moving objects
around interactively) or their own appearance. Another example application, shown in Figure 3.9.c,
is to enable 3D manipulation with the physical hand of the user acting as a 3D pointer. The reflected
hand can be scaled up or down with the shape changing mirror in response to hand poses, to select
virtual objects of the corresponding size (here a small green sphere or a large red cube).

3.3.2 Revealable Volume Displays

One subclass of AR displays from the class of Combined AR presented above is especially interesting
in contexts such as museum exhibitions where users are involved in exploratory activities of finding
information regarding physical objects. In a paper published at IEEE VR 2021 [15] we present them
as Revealable Volume Displays (RVDs), a reference to Swept-Volume Displays (SVDs) [157]. SVDs rely on
automated motion of a physical surface, usually rotated around the vertical axis or translated verti-
cally, on which the corresponding slice of virtual content is projected. With sufficient motion speed
and framerate and due to persistence of vision, users perceive a full virtual volume. However, due
to mechanical constraints the volumes usually remain small and are difficult to align with physical
objects.

RVDs instead rely on users to display the virtual content. They combine the technology described for
Revealed Virtual Controls in Section 3.2.3 with an optical combiner, e.g., a glass panel, behind which are
placed physical objects. When they move their hand or any held object in front of the panel, users
intersect the physical space and objects placed behind the panel through reflections. But they also
intersect virtual objects in front of the panel, and the re-projected slices of this virtual content are in
turn reflected in the panel and appear overlapping the space behind the panel. The virtual objects
can be placed around or inside physical objects. For example, Figure 3.10.a depicts an exhibition with
annotations overlapping stuffed birds. A visitor places the reflection of a small foam board inside a
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FIGURE 3.10: Revealable Volume Displays : Diverse implementations a) with a vertical
panel used in a public exhibition, b) with a horizontal glass panel and c) using a mobile
display instead of a projector. Guiding and advanced techniques : d) highlighting phys-
ical contours e) using dynamic guides for exploration f) combining RVDs with physical

interactions

bird. The surface of the board is captured using the depth camera seen on the bottom right and the
intersection with a text box is re-projected on the board. The reflection of the text therefore appears at
the correct depth inside the bird, visible by all.

Contrary to mobile AR devices, RVDs provide a shared view of the virtual content, because the aug-
mentations are visible by all users facing the glass panel. Contrary to mixed-reality headsets or other
see-through stereoscopic displays [101] , RVDs do not suffer from convergence-accommodation con-
flicts [102] (which leads to visual fatigue) because the content is displayed in the physical space at
the correct depth. RVDs however have clear limitations : 1) only slices of the content are displayed,
contrary to full volumes with SVDs or stereoscopic displays 2) the content appears only if the users in-
teract with it (which is however interesting in a museum exhibition context) 3) the inverted interaction
caused by the mirror can be unfamiliar; 4) perceiving the position of reflected surfaces with respect to
exhibited objects can be difficult due to the absence of some visual depth cues such as occlusions and
cast shadows.

In the paper, we provide a design space for RVDs, showing the diversity of implementations (see Fig-
ure 3.10.b and 3.10.c), content and interaction techniques, such as the combination of reflected and
physical interactions presented in Figure 3.10.f. We also evaluate three techniques for compensating
for issues 3 and 4. In particular, we show that highlighting the contours of physical objects, as de-
picted in Figure 3.10.d, increases users efficiency in finding virtual content. This efficiency can also
be increased using dynamic 3D guides [75], shown in Figure 3.10.e. Finally, the exploration of vir-
tual content can be facilitated by amplifying changes in depth, for example by placing content inside
spheres instead of boxes and showing the contours of the shape.

Our RVDs have been used in multiple exhibitions, such as with the Natural History Museum of Lille,
the Espace Culture of the Université de Lille, and the Maison de l’Archéologie (Pas-de-Calais).

3.3.3 Reflets : a mixed-reality display for artistic performances

Going back to the field of musical expression, the Reflets project [34] takes RVDs one step further by
placing users on both sides of the optical combiner. As shown on Figure 3.11.a, a glass panel creates
a shared space between performers and spectators, and a depth camera / projector pair allows for
revealing content on both sides, appearing in this shared space. Consequently, spectators can here
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a b c

FIGURE 3.11: Reflets : a) the two spaces are combined by the glass panel and cam-
era/projector pairs allow for revealing virtual objects, b) it can be used to reveal mecha-

nisms of DMIs c) and to enable collaborative performances

see the reflection of a blue virtual shape revealed from their side but overlapped with the performer’s
hand, while the performer sees the reflection of their hand overlapping the virtual shape revealed by
one spectator’s body. Both perceive the same content, either through or reflected by the panel. Thus
the panel, instead of dividing the performance space in two, unifies performers and spectators spaces
and enables a variety of augmented performance scenarios.

From workshops with diverse artists, we designed four scenarios, two of which are shown in Fig-
ure 3.11. In Figure 3.11.b, spectators reveal components of a DMI, exposed following the Rouages
approach, but here requiring spectator interaction to be visible. Once revealed, the visual augmenta-
tions, here showing sensors extensions and the representations of two musical loops, are displayed
with a correct perceptual alignment for all. In Figure 3.11.c, performers are on each side of the panel.
A guitar player is on one side, inside a white sphere. On the other side, a gestural performer grabs
musical phrases from the guitar by intersecting the sphere with their reflection. They then move inside
a large virtual box (containing a green grid) to control effects applied to the captured musical phrases.

While this display provide correct visual depth cues for all and is therefore particularly suited for the
audience, it can be difficult for the performer to select virtual objects that are not being revealed. Reflets
could then easily be combined with the use of Mixed-Reality headsets for the performers. Finally,
although it has been designed with a focus on musical performances, Reflets could be extended to
other artistic practices, such as theatre or dance.

3.4 Conclusion and Future Directions for Revealed Interfaces

In this chapter, I presented contributions on 3D interaction and mixed-reality displays which rely on
closely integrating the physical and virtual spaces, notably through the use of optical combiners to
preserve physical depth cues.

Our results first show how perception, appropriation and experience can be enriched by augmenting
tactile, tangible and gestural interfaces with carefully designed visual feedback / virtual elements.
They have implications for the design of interfaces, which should either directly integrate these visual
augmentations or leave room for their integration, preferably in way that can be customized by expert
users. We extended interaction techniques in the virtual and physical spaces, providing design spaces
for new musical instruments, and we showed how existing instruments and playing techniques can
benefit from these augmentations. Finally, we proposed novel mixed-reality display technologies that
offer shared experiences of combined virtual and physical spaces [20], especially adapted to collective
experiences such as museum exhibitions and artistic performances. We provided insights to facilitate
their design and use. Although these results are obtained in expressive (artistic performance) and
exploratory (texture discovery and museum exhibition) contexts, they could be exploited in other
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fields of application which involve mixing physical and virtual content in collective contexts such as
industrial design or medical training.

Future research directions on these interfaces involve :

1. Taking advantage of rich revealed content : More than simple controls such as buttons/sliders,
the exploration of 3D textures with the user’s hands and physical object should enable complex
multi-dimensional mappings

2. Combining revealed interfaces with tangible devices providing passive or active haptic feedback
in order to enable interactions at various granularities, as explained in more detail in Section 4.2

3. Taking advantage of expression to bypass or compensate for technological limitations, e.g., push-
ing forward the principle of RVDs, as will be explained in more detail in Section 4.3
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4 Future Research Directions

In the previous chapters, I have described the research that I have been conducting for the last ten
years. It has led me to the study of mixed-reality displays to enrich the experience of audience and
collaborators, and to the creation of interaction and visualisation devices and techniques for artistic
expression and content exploration. In addition to the questions that I have mentioned in the conclu-
sions of each chapter which require further investigation, in this chapter I want to insist on research
directions that have been little explored yet, and which I believe are essential for the future of expres-
sive interfaces.

The study of visual augmentations for the audience has led to the question of how the experience of
observers of digital interactions can be modelled and measured. In particular, we have proposed the
notion of attributed agency, which describes the amount of control that an observer believes the user has
over the system, i.e., the perceived causality between observed actions and effects [144]. However our
understanding of attributed agency is constrained to a coarse level due to the use of questionnaires and
interviews as measurement tools, which prevents us from precisely analysing the effect of individual
components of digital interactions (gestures, interfaces, mappings, system behavior, feedback, . . . )
and addressing the underlying perceptual and cognitive aspects of observed interactions. The first
research direction, detailed in Section 4.1, therefore aims at diving deeper into the perception of digital
interactions, through the use of physiological sensors.

Another aspect that appears to pervade much of my research is the notion of levels of detail. Whether
they allow spectators to select the information they require to improve their experience of digital mu-
sical performances, or members of ensembles to understand the activity of other instruments, or even
musicians to access multiple levels of control of the sound (e.g., from musical processes to synthesis
parameters), the ability to organise and access multiple levels of complexity of DMIs seems an essen-
tial aspect that needs to be studied further. As explained in Section 4.2, I plan on investigating levels
of detail further, building on research from my PhD thesis and applying them to multiple aspects of
the design of expressive interfaces.

Finally, I believe that future research on 3DUIs and musical expression can not forgo a global re-
flection on the impact of its technological orientation, which can not continue blindly in the current
environmental and social context. The goal for the next phase of my research career is therefore to fit
contributions on 3D interactions in with the perspective of sustainability and even degrowth. In par-
ticular, this means systematically investigating solutions that favor human expression in the physical
space over technological components, and shared devices over a multiplication of individual ones.
This approach, which could be named Expressed Virtuality, is described in more detail in Section 4.3.

Both first directions can serve as subjects for PhD theses and even nationally funded projects. The
third one, as it encompasses many aspects, could trigger international collaboration and constitute the
basis for a large-scale European project in collaboration with research teams, artists and luthiers.

4.1 Revealing the Perception of Digital Interactions

We have shown that the audience experience, in particular their subjective comprehension, can be
enriched using visual augmentations that reveal the interaction mechanisms, coping for disruptions
of attributed agency criteria. However, in part because we remained at a short performance level, it is
not clear yet how this comprehension emerges from the perception of a sequence of actions and effects
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FIGURE 4.1: Held between fingers, the grip-force sensor (strain gage) measures small
variations of pressure which can arise from motor simulation when watching an action

or hearing action verbs

in the interaction with a digital system, i.e., what is the influence of the various temporal and spatial
components of the interaction. For instance, we do not know if the gesture amplitude has more weight
than the gesture to sound consistency criteria, or when the judgement of attributed agency actually
happens during an observed interaction. In the research we conducted so far, we mostly relied on
post-stimuli questionnaires and interviews. Although they provide valuable information, they fail to
capture fine temporal cues on the spectator’s perception. For example, it is not possible to obtain the
reaction to individual actions and effects, nor to understand the effect of sequences of interactions.
Previous work has relied on physiological sensors [120] and continuous evaluation [12,39] in order to
retrieve on-the-fly data for a single or many spectators of musical performance. Bin et al. [39] combine
on-the-fly data, retrieved with mobile interfaces given to spectators, and post-hoc interviews, allowing
for a richer analysis on audience experience.

This first research direction will therefore explore novel methodologies to refine our understanding of
the audience experience with digital, especially musical, interactions. In particular, we will build on
the preliminary results obtained at the end of Olivier Capra’s thesis [57] using a grip force sensor, i.e., a
strain gage sensor that measures small variations of pressure applied when holding it between index
finger and thumb, as depicted in Figure 4.1. This sensor has the advantage of being less intrusive
than other physiological sensors (an important aspect in contexts of public performances) while pro-
viding information on cognitive processes through the measurement of motor simulation during the
observation of actions. Motor simulation results from the activation of mirror neurons [90], meaning
that the same neural structures activate during one’s actions than during one’s observation of similar
actions, and that this activation results in efferent signals to the body, either congruent with the action
or not. This activity can be measured through brain activity but also directly from muscular activity,
for example through grip-force. Components of observed actions are reflected in the physiological sig-
nals in the observers. For instance, grip force has been shown to vary according to observed gesture
intensity [43], Because digital interaction, in particular interfaces musical expression, introduce levels
of complexity and semantic to simple physical gestures, notably through mappings, it is important
to be able to sense higher-level processes or components of cognition. In fact, grip force highlights
changes in motor activation when listening to action and non-action verbs and between affirmative
and negative sentence contexts [2,86], indicating the possibility of discriminating higher-level of cog-
nition, such as attributed agency. In fact, outside grip force sensors, auditory-motor interactions have
been thoroughly documented in the literature [173], with effect of higher level components of the in-
teraction on motor and brain activity. For example, familiarity (through practice) [116] with a stimulus
and congruency [8] between gestures and resulting sounds have been shown to influence cerebral ac-
tivity when observing musical actions. Similarly, fMRI studies have shown [56,141] the influence of
expertise in cognitive processing of observed actions.

Our hypothesis here is that the grip force sensor could be used to analyse the components of digital
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musical expression and their effect on audience experience. For example, preliminary results from
Olivier Capra’s thesis suggest that there could be an effect of instrument familiarity on motor simu-
lation [107] detected with a grip force sensor. However, they were obtained from only a few subjects
and aggregate multiple non-transparent instruments and mappings, preventing from a finer analysis.
We will therefore systematically explore variations of the components of digital interactions (gestures,
sensors, mappings, processes, sequences of actions) and study their effect on motor simulation and
attributed agency.

Physiological sensing such as grip force, will give us a temporally accurate response to perceived mu-
sical interactions. However it also strongly hides many aspects of the rich experience lived by specta-
tors, especially in a context of public performance. In order to integrate these aspects, we will combine
physiological measurements and qualitative methods for studying the experience. For example, the
NIME community is more and more taking into account reflexive methods such as microphenomenol-
ogy [143], which enable the rich recounting of moments of the user experience.

With this research direction, we plan to provide the HCI and NIME communities with novel knowl-
edge on the spectator experience, including the effect of practice, mapping complexity, gesture choices
on aspects such as subjective comprehension, perception of errors and virtuosity. These results will
help inform the design of public and collaborative interfaces. On the long term, this methodology
should allow us to move from single gestures, to sequences of gestures in short performances, to the
study of full performances in-the-wild.

4.2 Designing with Revealed Levels of Detail

FIGURE 4.2: Example LODs on a cymbal : starting from selecting broad zones in blue,
green and orange, users as they gain expertise will be able to focus on fine-grained
changes in position within small areas such as the one in yellow, however with some

amount of randomness on the exact hit position

The use of levels of detail (LOD) is a recurring approach in HCI, music computing and computer
graphics, sometimes under appellations such as multi-scale, hierarchical, tree-like models. In computer
graphics, providing multiple levels-of-detail is essential to reduce computing load. As the distance to
virtual objects increases, they are rendered with fewer and fewer pixels, therefore their shape can be
simplified to reduce the number of processed vertices and faces. In HCI, Zoomable User Interfaces
[13], hierarchical menus [7] and more recently AR interfaces [76], have provided ways of selecting
levels of information with zooming or mid-air selection techniques. Multiscale selection and naviga-
tion has also been used in 3D user interfaces in order to combine coarse and fine grained interactions
with virtual environments [65,114]. Hierarchical representations are also common in information vi-
sualisation with techniques such as Treemaps or sunburst diagrams, that enable the exploration of
complex information grouped by semantic levels. In music computing, LODs appear in models of
musical structures but also in the design of mappings [87]. For instance, in my PhD thesis, I used an
hierarchical / LOD approach to extend the live-looping musical expression technique, with the Drile
instrument that allowed to manipulate trees of musical loops [29]. As shown in our research, the LOD
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approach can also be used to select relevant information for the audience, allowing them to focus on
aspects that are important to enrich their experience of musical performances.

However, I believe that LOD has not been enough investigated, in particular in the design of musical
interaction, and taking advantage of mixed-reality interfaces. When looking at acoustic instruments,
even as simple as a cymbal played with a drumstick, musicians travel through LOD as they gain ex-
pertise. As one can imagine from looking at Figure 4.2, starting with hitting the cymbal as a whole,
they then move to the selection of broad zones (rim, body, bell), then to specific points in each zone, ac-
cessing more detailed control as they progress, with however always some amount of variability from
LODs that they do not control. As we have seen in audience strategies for choosing visual augmen-
tations, expertise also leads to choices of more detailed information about DMIs, and collaboration
in heterogeneous ensembles might require simplified representations of processes for communication
but detailed representation for cooperation. In all cases, LODs play an important role which has yet to
be fully comprehended.

This research direction will examine how the design of interactive systems and more specifically digi-
tal musical instruments may benefit from a LOD approach, including :

• Design methodologies that emphasize the combination of mappings between diverse granu-
larities of gestures (e.g., hand pose / small finger movements), and of sound parameters (e.g.,
synthesizer preset / individual synthesis parameter)

• Mixed-reality interfaces that allow performers to access various levels of input/output com-
plexity [108] either one at a time depending on their expertise, or combining the LODs as novel
playing techniques

• Visual augmentations of DMIs with controllable level of detail for collaborators in digital en-
sembles, so that they can switch between seeing the simplified overall activity or the detailed
variations of all parameters

A first step could be to reimplement the Drile instrument [29] and push LODs in its design by 1) creat-
ing representations for complexity levels of the musical tree and 2) adding a temporal LOD (recording
loops with various levels of temporal quantization).

4.3 Long-term research : Expressed Virtuality

On a longer term, my goal is to push research on Mixed and Virtual Reality towards less technology-
centered and more “human expression”-centered systems. This approach, that could be named Expressed
Virtuality in reference to the well-known real-virtual continuum [133] has influenced my research in
the past years, and I believe it should be formalized and systematically explored. An example are
Revealable Volume Displays, presented in Section 3.3.2, which transform the automated movements of
surfaces traditionally used for volumetric displays into expressive human movements captured with
a depth camera, leaving room for a vocabulary of gestures and exploration techniques. Following
on that, many components of interactive systems can be transferred from the digital/virtual space,
where they need to be processed and rendered, to the physical space, where they will be supported
by expression and expertise of users.

This direction, with its focus on expression rather than technology, also provides an opportunity for
tackling the issue of reducing the technological footprint of 3DUIs, which is essential given their en-
ergy and resources consumption. In that, it meets the efforts of many research communities (such as
Eco NIME [128] or Sustainable HCI [47]) on taking environmental issues into account, in particular
aiming at more frugality and sustainability. While this may be easier in the case of tangible or partly
acoustic interfaces, it is surely more difficult with 3D interfaces which rely on an important stack of
technologies for rich sensing and feedback. 3D Interfaces, by limiting the need for travelling or for
building physical objects through virtual simulations, are also too often seen as a way to advance or
inform on environmental issues [67] rather than constituting themselves an issue. However, one can
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take advantage of mixed-reality technologies to selectively move components of 3DUIs across the real-
virtual continuum in order to minimize processing and rendering resources. An example could be a
virtual instrument such as Drile [29] which would consist in musical tree structures with virtual nodes
and actuated acoustic leaves, leaving all sound production (and potentially some of the interaction)
to the physical space. Because the purpose of expressive applications is often to produce physical re-
sults for an audience, transferring manipulations or effects to the physical space might in fact have a
positive impact on the spectator experience by increasing their familiarity with parts of the system.

In addition to introducing environmental constraints in the design of 3DUIs, this approach will take
advantage of existing practices and gestures, e.g., techniques in acoustic lutherie and instrumental ges-
tures, and allow for extending these physical techniques and gestures, as exemplified by the Vibrating
Shapes project described above. In order to do so, we will put the emphasis on technologies that bring
back control and feedback on virtual content to the physical space such as passive haptic feedback [1]
or spatial augmented-reality [37]. We will apply our methodology to design interaction devices and
techniques but also visual, auditory and haptic displays.

Another essential aspect of Expressed Virtuality is the transfer of knowledge and tools from 3DUIs to
physical interfaces such as acoustic musical instruments.
Ideas that have been explored for the interaction with virtual environments, such as visual guides, vir-
tual tools, could be transposed to physical counterparts, therefore enriching practices such as musical
playing techniques.

Finally, inserting expression in interaction means that our results might not be optimal when com-
pared with existing techniques and technologies on common efficiency criteria. This might lead to the
creation of specific evaluation methodologies that combine quantitative and qualitative tests, with a
focus on the user experience, following third wave HCI practice.

Here are some potential directions to explore Expressed Virtuality.

4.3.1 Processing and rendering in the physical space

The first involves taking digital processes from various stages of 3DUIs, such as sensors, interaction
techniques, mappings, synthesis, and replacing them with physical components. On the musical side,
this idea very much relates to the notion of intimacy [169] in DMIs, i.e., reducing the gap between
physical gestures and digital processes. Intimacy can be achieved by refining sensing through in-
creased sampling rate and resolution or enriching haptic/visual/auditory feedback. A good example
is the Caress instrument [134] which replaces traditional FSRs which values are mapped to synthesis
parameters, with piezoceramic transducers that directly reflect the fine-grained vibrations originating
from users’ interactions with a surface as audio signals.

However, intimacy can also be achieved by completely leaving the digital/virtual space. This is the
method that we chose to apply for the Vibrating Shapes project, where all sound synthesis happens on
the acoustic guitars and can be influenced directly by the musicians’ gestures without further sensing.
In this case, only the end of the control chain is transferred.

But other components could be converted as well. In many IVMIs and more generic virtual envi-
ronments, touching virtual objects involves 1) sensing gestures such button presses or finger contact
with a surface, 2) generating a feedback signal based on sensors values, 3) rendering the haptic feed-
back with various technologies. One could imagine bypassing these steps by placing all finger to
surface interaction in the physical space. For example, let’s imagine a loudspeaker in which the cen-
tral magnet, held by the user in their dominant hand, would be separated from the coil, held in their
non-dominant hand and attached to a wooden box. As shown in Figure 4.3, when the user approaches
their non-dominant hand from a virtual object, the system outputs some audio signal to the coil, creat-
ing a oscillating magnetic field. To touch this virtual object, the user then simply brings their dominant
hand and the magnet closer to their non-dominant hand, which will make both the magnet and the coil
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vibrate. This will in turn generate both haptic and auditory feedback from only very fine interaction
performed in the physical space without the need for a sensing/actuating loop.

FIGURE 4.3: Mockup of a 3D interaction device to explore virtual objects. An audio
signal is sent to the coil when the left hand enters the sphere. The magnet held in the
right hand will then oscillate and generate vibrations when in proximity with the sphere,

which results in auditory and haptic feedback.

In extreme cases, components of the 3D interaction can be removed. For instance, in the Vibrating
Shapes project, musicians reported having internalised the position of virtual shapes in the physical
space, perceiving them as part of their instrument. In this case, the virtual controls could remain
hidden (although with consequences on the audience experience), removing the need for displaying
them with a projector, at least after practice sessions.

4.3.2 Finding solutions in human expression

Another direction is to look at common issues within 3DUIs through the lens of expression. For in-
stance, in my research on 3D interaction techniques for musical expression [22], I advocated for turning
disambiguation techniques for 3D selection, e.g., when multiple objects are intersected by a virtual ray
when only one should be selected, into “ambiguation” techniques. Instead of making sure that only one
object is selected using mechanisms such as temporal threshold, depth cursor and so on [3], this idea
could for example result into a continuous weighted selection of groups or parts of objects. This fuzzy
selection mechanism could then be the starting point for the expressive exploration or manipulation
of sound sources, of elements for 3D sculpting. A mockup of this idea is shown in Figure 4.4.

FIGURE 4.4: Mockup of an ambiguous 3D selection technique. Left : the virtual ray stops
on the first object, the one behind would be accessible through disambiguation Right :
with an ambiguation technique, the selection is weighted over both objects and within

their surface

Another example of issue is the latency induced by 3D tracking and projection. In RVDs for instance,
fast hand movements are not captured and processed fast enough for the intersections to remain prop-
erly projected onto physical surfaces. Technical solutions have been proposed in the literature, such
as fast moving mirrors [135] or the combination of depth and fast IR cameras [124]. However, an-
other possibility is to rely on expert interaction. In fact, by learning spatial trajectories, users could
align their movements with automated projected intersections. One could also imagine relying on
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expressive techniques such as live-looping, i.e., recording and directly playing back control data as a
loop. Users could record a gesture at a slow speed, with depth data being captured, before repeating
it faster, with the playback of depth data synchronised thanks to the detection of gesture start. This
would allow users to learn how to quickly explore large parts of volumetric content while preserving
the projection alignment and without resorting to complex technological solutions.

4.3.3 Evaluation

On the evaluation side, methodologies will need to retain benefits of controlled experiments while
avoiding a focus on efficiency. It should be possible to compare our interaction techniques with previ-
ous ones, and to evaluate variants of novel technologies, including through hypothesis testing, with-
out necessarily ranking them. I have already started integrating more closely these practices in my
past research, but putting the focus on expression requires that all potentially useful methods should
be explored, including :

• Bayesian statistics [112] that acknowledge subjectivity and uncertainty in evaluation and leave
more room for discussion (similarly to the switch from p-value centered analysis to confidence
intervals [81])

• Reflexive Thematic analysis [46] and other qualitative frameworks that insist on a reflexive ap-
proach to analysis, involving users (and especially experts) as much as possible

• Performance-led research [19] and in-the-wild trials [50] [64] that involve spending more time
with users in an ecological context rather than in the lab

For instance, an interesting lead that originates from our work on Vibrating Shapes with expert mu-
sicians is the potential of free improvisation [150] for the discovery of gestures, playing techniques,
technological constraints. Combining these sessions of free improvisation with diverse evaluation
methods could lead to novel insights on expressive 3DUIs.
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5 Conclusion

In this document, I presented the research that I have been conducting on combining 3D User Inter-
faces, in Mixed and Virtual Reality, and expressive / exploratory interfaces.

The results highlight the interest of Revealing Interactions with 3DUIs in order to :

1. Understand the experience of spectators and collaborators of expressive interfaces, looking at
awareness, attributed agency, subjective comprehension

2. Enrich their experience with visual augmentations that reveal the components of expressive in-
teractions : subtle/hidden gestures and sensors, controllable parameters and their values, struc-
ture and activity of the underlying synthesis and effects processes

3. Extend existing physical and virtual interfaces by adding virtual controls and altering users’
perception

4. Open novel opportunities for expression and exploration of content by closely integrating phys-
ical and virtual spaces and relying on users’ expertise with physical interfaces

This document also underlines the importance of artistic, and in particular musical, expression as a re-
search axis for human-computer interaction. Many results, such as the design of RVDs or knowledge
on attributed agency, were indeed obtained while looking at music related issues. We also demon-
strated the rich insights on interaction that can be gathered from expert musicians. The other way
around, results from HCI research, such as redirected interaction or GUI remixing, inspired our re-
search on musical expression, which therefore constitutes a rich application domain.

Finally, I strongly believe that the environmental question brought up in Section 4.3 constitutes more of
an opportunity than a challenge for the design of expressive 3D interfaces and for the fields of NIME
and HCI. In addition to a reduced and shared use of immersive technologies, promoting free and
open-source hardware and software components is essential to ensure long term re-usability. Overall,
having to reduce our fields’ overall technological footprint will trigger the search for creative solutions,
which can take advantage of the capability of navigating the real-virtual continuum.
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